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85. 5quure flrens

Which section has the greatest arca (or are
they equal)?
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Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø Normal forces

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

Ø Reference frames

à Online HW #4: Posted and due Wednesday 10/2

à Written HW #1 due TODAY (at stat of class)

Ø Examples (e.g., “birds on a lorry”)



Ex.

https://www.wired.com/2013/10/do-heavier-objects-really-fall-faster/

If I drop a bowling ball, a spoon, and a book at the same time from 
the same height, do they fall at the same rate?



Ex. (SOL)

à No (e.g., consider our feather from before). But only for reasons we have 

not yet discussed. 

à But if we did it in vacuum, then yes because:

If I drop a bowling ball, a spoon, and a book at the same time from 

the same height, do they fall at the same rate?

• Heavier objects experience a larger 

gravitational force...

(force is proportional to mass)

• ... which is offset by the higher mass 
(acceleration is inversely proportional to 

mass)

• In the end, mass doesn’t influence the 

acceleration due to gravity (hence 9.81 

m/s2 applies to everything, in principle)  
Knight (2013)



Our ball on the track is a bit different. Why?
(we’ll come back to this now)

Ex.

From earlier....

à Put another way, why doesn’t the ball fall through the track?

à We treat it as a 1-D problem rather than a 2-D one. Why?



Our ball on the track is a bit different. Why?
(we’ll come back to this now)

From earlier....

Ex. (SOL)

Ø That really is a 2-D problem

Ø Only becomes a 1-D problem once all the relevant force are determined

Ø Consider not just gravity, but also the force the track exerts (i.e., “normal” force). 
Put another way, the ball is “constrained”

Ø There are always forces acting on the ball....

Ø ... but changes in motion stem from non-zero net forces

Ø Also at play here is the periods of uniform and non-uniform motion



Normal Force

Ø So what keeps the ball from falling 
through the track?

à The track must provide some “counter” (or “contact”) force.... 

Wolfson



Ex.

Knight (2013)



Ex. (SOL)

Knight (2013)

a, b, & d



Normal Forces: Rigid vs Stretch-y

Ø How these counter forces relate to the 
“fundamental” forces? 

Knight (2013)



Normal Forces: Rigid vs Stretch-y

à So similar forces are at play here re these two scenarios 
(electromagnetic and gravitational forces)



Ex.

Wolfson



Tips

Wolfson

à From Wolfson Ex.4.3



Ex. (SOL)

1. a
2. b
3. b
4. a
5. c

Wolfson

à Try formulating this problem 
algebraically!



Tips

à But not all advice is good (from Wolfson Ex.4.1)

http://thecarseatlady.com/traveling-without-a-car-seat/



Ex.

Resnick & Halliday (1966)

• Draw a free-body diagram
• Turn this into a pair of 1-D problems
• Set up the trigonometric relationships correctly



Ex. (SOL)

Wolfson



Ex. (SOL)

Resnick & Halliday (1966)

Note: In it’s 

generality, the 

solution allowed 

for a z-component 
(though it isn’t 

really needed and 

this can be treated 

as a 2-D problem) 

Note: Algebraically, 

in the end you end 

up w/ two eqns. 

and two unknowns



Frame of reference

Ø For someone on the ground 
watching the cat, they are 
falling....

Ø .... (and ignoring that the cat 
knows it’s falling) the cat just 
thinks someone turned off 
gravity

à This dichotomy motivates the idea that different things can 
happen depending upon different frames of reference

Related Tangent: If astronauts are in “free fall”, 
how come they don’t fall into the earth?

à Because it is in “orbit” (i.e., the tangential velocity allows the object to 
keep along a curved trajectory; this ties back to uniform circular motion) 

https://www.wired.com/2011/07/why-do-astronauts-float-around-in-space/



Consider watching what is going on 
on a carousel when standing off it 
versus riding it 

Aside: Rotating frames

As the tire goes round, is it easy to 
describe the location of that part of the 
tire in Cartesian coords? Is there a better 
way to do it? 



Hoppe

Much easier to deal w/ theory of nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) in a rotating 
coordinate frame

Wikipedia

à NMR is the basis for 
magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI)

Aside: Rotating frames

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precession



Inertial Reference Frames

à Newton’s laws only apply in inertial reference frames 

Knight (2013)

Ø Similar to walking along on a (moving) train

Ø Frame of reference is inertial if it is in 
uniform motion (which also includes being 
at rest). That is, the frame itself is not 
accelerating

Ø Strictly speaking, “Earth” is not an inertial 
frame (due to the rotation of earth)



Ex. – “Birds on a lorry”

“It is a head-scratching riddle which has troubled scientists and amateurs alike 
for generations: Would a lorry carrying birds weigh less if they were all flying?” 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/11345183/Birds-in-a-lorry-riddle-finally-solved-by-Stanford-University.html

Lorry (= truck)



Ex.– “Birds on a lorry” (SOL)

à In short, to first order, 
no.



Ex.– “Birds on a lorry” (SOL)

à However, upon 
careful analysis....

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/11345183/Birds-in-a-lorry-riddle-finally-solved-by-Stanford-University.html



Ex.– “Birds on a lorry” (SOL)



Ex.– “Birds on a lorry” (SOL)


